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ABSTRACT
The seasonality in large-scale meteorology and low-level cloud amount (CC\textsubscript{low}) is explored for a 5° × 5° area in the North Atlantic trades, using 12 years of ERA-Interim and MODIS data, supported by 2 years of Barbados Cloud Observatory (BCO) measurements. From boreal winter to summer, large-scale subsiding motion changes to rising motion, along with an increase in sea surface temperature, a clockwise turning and weakening of low-level winds, and reduced cold-air advection, lower-tropospheric stability (LTS), and surface fluxes. However, CC\textsubscript{low} is relatively invariant around 30%, except for a minimum of 20% in fall. This minimum is only pronounced when MODIS scenes with large high-level cloud amount are excluded, and a winter maximum in CC\textsubscript{low} is more pronounced at the BCO. On monthly time scales, wind speed has the best correlation with CC\textsubscript{low}. Existing large-eddy simulations suggest that the wind speed–CC\textsubscript{low} correlation may be explained by a direct deepening response of the trade wind layer to stronger winds. Large correlations of wind direction and advection with CC\textsubscript{low} also suggest that large-scale flow patterns matter. Smaller correlations with CC\textsubscript{low} are observed for LTS and surface evaporation, as well as negligible correlations for relative humidity (RH) and vertical velocity. However, these correlations considerably increase when only summer is considered. On synoptic time scales, all correlations drop substantially, whereby wind speed, RH, and surface sensible heat flux remain the leading parameters. The lack of a single strong predictor emphasizes that the combined effect of parameters is necessary to explain variations in CC\textsubscript{low} in the trades.

1. Introduction
Low-level clouds dominate the subtropical oceans (Warren et al. 1988), especially in regions where the large-scale vertical motion is subsiding. Stratocumulus is found over the eastern ocean basins where pronounced subsidence combined with cold sea surface temperature (SST) maintains a high stability in the lower troposphere. Deeper into the tropics, where subsidence is less pronounced, the ocean surface is warmer, and the stability is decreased, and broken fields of shallow cumulus in deeper boundary layers are more ubiquitous (Stevens 2005).

Both stratocumulus and shallow cumulus are crucial to the Earth’s radiative balance, because they act to cool the Earth system by reflecting shortwave radiation (Hartmann et al. 1992). How those radiative effects might change with global warming has received increasing attention, since the representation of marine low-level clouds has been shown to dominate the spread in climate sensitivity (Bony and Dufresne 2005; Vial et al. 2013). These uncertainties ultimately relate to the difficulty of parameterizing low-level clouds in global climate models and coupling them to the large-scale flow (Boucher et al. 2013). To advance parameterizations and our understanding of climate change, more insight into how marine low-level clouds interact with their large-scale environment is thus needed.

Efforts to do so are generally challenged by the sparseness of observational records over open oceans. Nevertheless, using radiosonde and surface measurements from ocean weather stations and ships, sometimes combined with model reanalysis data, early studies have laid the basis for much of our current understanding of clouds and their relationship to the environment (Slingo 1987; Klein and
These studies have recently been strengthened by observations from advanced remote sensing platforms in space [e.g., the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Product (ISCCP), the Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), PATMOS-x, CloudSat, and CALIPSO (Mauger and Norris 2010; Myers and Norris 2013; Li et al. 2014)]. Well established are those relationships between low-level (stratiform) cloud amount and the lower-tropospheric stability (LTS), which measures the difference between the potential temperature at 700 hPa and the surface (Slingo 1987; Klein and Hartmann 1993; Wood and Bretherton 2006). LTS, and variations thereof, has been used in the parameterization of low-level cloud cover (Slingo 1987) and is probably the most widely used parameter today to separate broken cumulus fields from more persistent high-cloud-cover stratocumulus fields within regions of mean subsiding motion (Medeiros and Stevens 2011). Other parameters of importance are the relative humidity (RH) at the cloud level (Slingo 1987; Bretherton and Pincus 1995), and the amount of cold-air advection and surface wind speed (Klein 1997). All of these have been found to increase subtropical low-level cloud amount as they increase. Changes in subsidence have also been found to correlate with cloudiness, both directly, by pushing down the top of the cloud layer, and indirectly, by altering the inversion strength (Klein et al. 1995; Myers and Norris 2013).

The majority of such studies have focused on changes in cloudiness in the stratocumulus regime or on changes in transition regions where stratocumulus begins to break up and shallow cumuli are developing underneath (Bretherton and Wyant 1997; Sandu et al. 2010). In contrast, those regions with predominantly trade wind cumuli, the fair-weather regimes in the downstream trades, lack such detailed studies. Reasons for this may be the small number of field studies conducted in that region, the fact that satellite sensors did not have the footprint needed to accurately observe small cumuli, or simply because stratocumulus, with its much higher cloud amount, has been considered of greater importance. As such, our understanding of what drives the variability in trade wind cloudiness is less developed. Perhaps as a result, the spread in predicted low-level cloud feedback among climate models is especially large here (Bony and Dufresne 2005; Medeiros and Stevens 2011). And because the fair-weather trades cover such large regions over subtropical and tropical oceans, giving them a large statistical weight, the uncertainty in cloud feedback has far-reaching effects [e.g., on climate sensitivity (Vial et al. 2013)].

In improving parameterizations for climate models and numerical weather prediction, an important question is the time scales at which variability in cloudiness is pronounced, and thus, the time scales at which the parameterizations need to act. Much of the previously mentioned studies address relationships on monthly or longer time scales. However, Klein (1997) noted that most correlations between cloud amount and environmental parameters decrease when monthly means are removed. Strikingly, on daily time scales, no single parameter could explain more than 13% of the variance in cloud amount. Mauger and Norris (2010) emphasized that whereas thermodynamic controls on cloud amount such as LTS or SST act on longer time scales, dynamic controls such as the large-scale vertical motion may exert a dominant control on shorter time scales.

That more than a single predictor is needed to explain variations in cloudiness also emerges in recent large-eddy simulations used to study the response of stratocumulus and shallow cumulus–topped boundary layers to a warming climate (Bretherton et al. 2013). Important parameters, such as subsidence, free-tropospheric humidity, inversion stability, wind speed, or aerosols, change cloud amount in different ways. Because these parameters are correlated, the combined effect of all of them needs to be considered in order to understand changes in clouds into a different climate.

In this work, the seasonal cycle in low-level cloudiness and its large-scale flow is explored specifically for a typical trade wind region. Furthermore, it is evaluated if relationships that act on seasonal time scales are also important for variability in cloudiness on shorter synoptic time scales. The region chosen is located over the western North Atlantic, upstream of the Barbados Cloud Observatory (BCO), which is a remote sensing site located on the eastward tip of Barbados. As shown by 2 years of BCO data, trade wind cloudiness, from clouds with tops below 5 km, has a relatively small seasonal cycle around a mean value of about 30%. The relatively small seasonal cycle is because cloud amount from clouds below 1 km [near the lifting condensation level (LCL)] is relatively invariant over longer time scales and contributes the larger part (two-thirds) to total cloud amount (Nuijens et al. 2014). The other one-third contribution comes from clouds present at heights above 1 km, and especially the presence of stratiform outflow near the detrainment level of cumulus tops, just below the trade wind inversion. This component is more frequent during boreal winter.

The periods with more stratiform outflow are often periods during which clouds are, on average, deeper and larger and produce more warm rain. A hypothesis of why this stratiform outflow is more common during
winter is that shallow convection at that time is more vigorous, related to the larger surface fluxes in that season. The presence of warm rain and mesoscale organization also supports larger and deeper clusters of clouds that detrain sufficient moisture near the inversion to form extended stratiform layers. Although summer is warmer, shallow convection may be suppressed because of the presence of nearby deep convection and its associated surrounding downward motion.

Beyond the BCO observations, this study uses the longer MODIS satellite record, combined with ERA-Interim, to study relationships of cloudiness with the large-scale flow. This allows us to assess whether the seasonality observed at the BCO is present in a broader trade wind region over a period longer than 2 years. The measurements at the BCO, in turn, help evaluate how MODIS performs and whether its measurements are biased when layers of high cirrus clouds occur. In section 2, our data and methods are introduced, and a brief overview of the BCO is provided. Section 3 first describes the seasonality of the boundary layer structure in the North Atlantic and reveals the associated variability in low-level cloudiness from ground-based and satellite-borne observations. Section 4 discusses the relationships between cloud amount and its environment on seasonal and synoptic time scales. Conclusions follow in section 5.

2. Data and methods

We use 12 years of data from ERA-Interim (2000–2012) to study the large-scale meteorological situation over the subtropical North Atlantic Ocean for a 5° × 5° area upstream of Barbados (10.5°–15.5°N, 54°–59°W). The 12-yr climatology of cloudiness is derived from the passive remote sensing MODIS instrument aboard the Aqua and Terra satellites. Ground-based lidar measurements performed at the BCO are used to evaluate cloudiness during the years 2010–12.

a. The MODIS cloud product

To derive cloudiness, the MODIS level-2 MOD06 cloud product is used (Platnick et al. 2003; King et al. 2003). Only daytime overpasses are used, at 1430 (Terra, descending) and 1730 UTC (Aqua, ascending), because the visible channels provide additional confidence in the retrievals. The horizontal resolution of the MOD06 product is 1 km at nadir and decreases away from nadir. With increasing sensor zenith angle, clouds are increasingly observed from their sides rather than from their tops, which leads to an overestimation of cloud amount. For this reason, all data with a sensor zenith angle greater than 45° are discarded. We regrid the data from the original curvilinear to a rectilinear grid of 0.05° in both the latitudinal and longitudinal directions using a conservative bilinear interpolation method. Each 0.05° grid point then contains 25 pixels at the original 1-km resolution, with 25 cloud-mask values that are used to derive cloud cover. The cloud mask can take four values to indicate the confidence of a pixel containing cloud: clear, probably clear, probably cloudy, and cloudy (Frey et al. 2008; Ackerman et al. 2008). In this work, only the number of cloudy pixels is used, thus adopting a more conservative estimate.

The cloud-top pressure (CTP) product that is derived by CO2 slicing [for a detailed description, see Platnick et al. (2003); Menzel et al. (1983)] is used to identify low-level clouds, defined here as those clouds with a CTP larger than 550 hPa (roughly 5 km above mean sea level, and near the melting level). This definition includes somewhat deeper clouds than the low-level cloud category from ISCCP, which uses a threshold of 680 hPa. However, cumulus clouds as deep as 4 km are not infrequent near Barbados (Nuijens et al. 2014). High-level clouds are identified as those clouds with a CTP less than 440 hPa, following the ISCCP definition.

It is not unusual to find grid points with high-level clouds that are directly surrounded by low-level clouds. This halo of low-level clouds surrounding high-level clouds is likely a result of the CO2 slicing method in cases of broken cloudiness, the effect of which is to increase the apparent CTP. As a result, the low-level cloud amount from MODIS exhibits a clear positive correlation with high-level cloud amount, a correlation that is absent in the ground-based lidar observations (not shown). Because high-level cirrus clouds in this region are advected by upper-level westerlies, whereas the low-level cloud field is advected by the easterly trade winds, the correlation cannot be explained by the properties of the underlying air mass in which the clouds form. Although other physical mechanisms for such a correlation can be imagined, we assume that the signal is spurious and remove these halo points. This may lead to an underestimation of high-level cloud amount, but this shortcoming is accepted, given that our focus is on low-level clouds.

The cloud cover from high-level clouds (CChigh) and low-level clouds (CClow) for each Terra and Aqua scene is derived simply by averaging the cloud cover of individual 0.05° grid points, but only for those scenes that meet the following criteria. First, the MODIS swath (for zenith angles less than 45°) must cover more than 50% of the 5° × 5° area upstream of Barbados defined above. Scenes with a smaller swath coverage are set to missing value. Second, because high-cloud occurrence effectively reduces the area over which CClow can be calculated, scenes must have a CChigh less than 20%; otherwise, CClow
will be assigned a missing value. The subjective choice for these specific thresholds provides the best agreement between CClow from MODIS and from ground-based lidar instruments (see also section 3).

The procedure for calculating CClow is illustrated in Fig. 1. The left panel shows the visible MODIS image for the daytime Terra overpass on 1 February 2011. The CTP and cloud cover for grid points that are within the swath, at zenith angles less than 45°, are shown in the middle and right panels. The swath-to-area ratio in this example is 59.6%. Those grid points with a CTP less than 550 hPa are masked in the right panel. The remaining area (53.6%) is used to derive CClow, which here equals 21.3%.

The total dataset spans the period from March 2000 to June 2012 and includes 3198 Terra scenes and 2521 Aqua scenes. After applying the above criteria, the number of scenes is reduced to 1375 and 1110, respectively (Table 1). When both sensors are combined, 1713 days are left with a cloud cover estimate, sometimes from either Terra or Aqua, and sometimes from both.

b. Ground-based lidar data

To derive cloud cover at the BCO, 2 years of Raman lidar and laser ceilometer data are used. The BCO is a state-of-the-art remote sensing site located on the eastern coast of Barbados, directly facing the Atlantic Ocean, and in operation since 1 April 2010 (Nuijens et al. 2014). Cloud cover from the ceilometer and lidar is derived by dividing the number of vertical profiles with cloud by the total number of profiles, providing a temporal cloud cover.

The ceilometer measures backscattered energy at three wavelengths (1064, 532, 355 nm), which is averaged to a 2-min resolution every 60 m up to 15 km. Because the lidar is more powerful, it is used to derive CChigh, which is defined as the fraction of profiles with cloudy returns anywhere above 6.9 km, roughly 440 hPa. Returns are identified as cloudy when the particle backscatter coefficient \( \beta \) at 532 and 355 nm exceeds 30 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1} \), and the error in \( \beta_{355} \) and \( \beta_{532} \) is less than 30%. Single isolated cloudy pixels that are likely noise are excluded. The lidar hatch closes for 1 h (1530–1630 UTC) when the sun is directly overhead and during periods of rain (Nuijens et al. 2014).

The lidar measures backscattered energy at three wavelengths (1064, 532, 355 nm), which is averaged to a 2-min resolution every 60 m up to 15 km. Because the lidar is more powerful, it is used to derive CChigh, which is defined as the fraction of profiles with cloudy returns anywhere above 6.9 km, roughly 440 hPa. Returns are identified as cloudy when the particle backscatter coefficient \( \beta \) at 532 and 355 nm exceeds 30 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1} \), and the error in \( \beta_{355} \) and \( \beta_{532} \) is less than 30%. Single isolated cloudy pixels that are likely noise are excluded. The lidar hatch closes for 1 h (1530–1630 UTC) when the sun is directly overhead and during periods of rain (Nuijens et al. 2014).

Humidity and temperature profiles are measured with the Raman lidar as well, but only from 1 April 2011 to 1 April 2012. By measuring backscattered energy at the shifted Raman frequency in the UV spectral range at 355 nm, the concentration of water vapor is derived. Furthermore, by making use of the pure rotational Raman spectra (PRRS) technique, air temperature is derived (Serikov and Bobrovnikov 2010). The profiles of humidity and temperature are only available during nighttime, when there is no interference of background solar light, between 0000 and 0800 UTC (between 2000 and 0400 local time). To achieve enough accuracy, the

---

**FIG. 1.** (left) MODIS visible image from the daytime Terra overpass within the 5° × 5° area upstream of Barbados (red dashed box). Barbados is at the left side (green border). (middle) Cloud-top pressure of grid points with MODIS-swath zenith angles less than 45°. (right) Low-level cloud cover (clouds below 550 hPa).
raw data are averaged into 2-min profiles for water vapor and 1-hr profiles for temperature, available at a 60-m resolution up to 15 km.

c. ERA-Interim

The ERA-Interim product is based on the Cy31r2 version of the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) (Simmons et al. 2007). The horizontal resolution (N128) of the quasi-regular Gaussian grid is approximately 0.7° at 10°N. The vertical resolution is 61 model levels, with a pressure difference that increases from 4 hPa in the lowest levels to 40 hPa at a pressure of 440 hPa. The profiles of temperature, humidity, and the three wind components are averaged over the 5° × 5° region upstream of Barbados. Additional products used are the SST; the LTS, which is the potential temperature difference $\theta_{700\text{ hPa}} - \theta_{1000\text{ hPa}}$; the wind shear, here defined as the wind speed difference between 700 and 900 hPa; the sensible and latent heat fluxes (SHF and LHF, respectively); and the temperature advection $T_{\text{adv}}$. The latter is derived by multiplying the near-surface wind speed (wspd) and wind direction (wdir) by the near-surface temperature difference over a distance of 5°. Only the daytime (1200 and 1800 UTC) data are used, in agreement with using only the daytime MODIS overpasses.

Although ERA-Interim has not been used extensively for studies that assess relationships between marine boundary layer clouds and large-scale meteorology, its predecessor, ERA-40 has been used for such purposes—for instance, for estimates of boundary layer height (Stevens et al. 2007; Teixeira et al. 2011). Through the implementation of the eddy-diffusivity mass flux approach (Köhler 2005; Teixeira et al. 2011) in ERA-Interim, the boundary layer structure has further improved. A good agreement between ERA-Interim and independent radiosondes released from research vessels across the Atlantic has been found, both in terms of the mean boundary layer structure and its variability (von Engeln and Teixeira 2013). Not only boundary layer height, but also low-level cloud-top pressure in the ECMWF model, has been found to agree well with space-borne estimates along another typical trade wind trajectory in the Pacific (Karlsson et al. 2010).

A comparison of the boundary layer structure near Barbados in ERA-Interim with that in the operational version of the model, the ECMWF IFS, and in the BCO observations (the Raman lidar temperature and humidity profiles) is shown in Fig. 2. The comparison is done for the period from April 2011 to April 2012, for which Raman lidar measurements are available. The IFS data include 3-hourly forecasts for an area of about 75 km × 45 km upstream of Barbados (13.14°–13.42°N, 58.5°–59.06°W). The forecasts are initialized from 1200 UTC on the previous day, using just the 12–36-h integration period to get the forecast for 0000–2100 UTC. Only the lowest 31 levels are used, reaching from 10 to 7600 m, with an interval of approximately 20 m at level 1 and approximately 500 m at level 31.

Average humidity, temperature, and relative humidity profiles are computed for the dry and the wet seasons. The averaging is not performed layer by layer; hence, gradients such as the trade wind inversion are more smoothed in the averaged profiles in Fig. 2 than in individual profiles. This is especially true because the height of the inversion layer, or the maximum gradient...
in the virtual potential temperature, is observed to be highly variable, ranging between 1.5 and 4 km (not shown). However, from the relative humidity profile, the location of the average inversion can be identified between 840 and 780 hPa in ERA-Interim and between 810 and 850 hPa in the BCO data. It is somewhat less pronounced in the IFS, which may be related to the short integration period, which may distort the structure of the inversion if the latter needs a longer time to develop. The 30-hPa shift between the BCO and ERA-Interim is likely due to the different locations of the data sources, whereby the BCO is downstream of the $5^\circ \times 5^\circ$ area over which the ERA-Interim profiles are derived. Over the pass-through period, clouds and convection may have deepened the boundary layer. Other differences include the absolute humidity and temperature below 900 hPa, whereby the large humidities from the lidar have been verified with airborne in situ measurements upstream of Barbados. From a model point of view, a dry bias within the lower layers is not fully understood but may relate to the model being too efficient at vertical moisture mixing.

Despite the differences in boundary layer depth and humidity, the overall structure of the boundary layer is reasonably represented by ERA-Interim, including evidence of the transition layer just above 960 hPa, which is a smaller inversion that is typically found near cloud base. Most importantly, the model reproduces the main changes in boundary layer structure from the dry season to the wet season, including the weakening of the trade wind inversion and the increase in relative humidity above 870 hPa. The ECMWF IFS, especially in longer integrations, has also been found to perform very well in reproducing robust features of trade wind cloudiness, in strong contrast to a large number of climate models (not shown).

Last, we evaluated the agreement between the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes from ERA-Interim with those of the climatology of the Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite Data (HOAPS 3.2) set, which is based on SSM/I passive microwave radiance (Fennig et al. 2012), and found a good correlation between the two datasets. However, given the biases in modeled temperature and humidity at low levels [e.g., below cloud base and near the surface (Fig. 2)], the surface fluxes must be interpreted with some caution.

3. Seasonality

a. Atmospheric structure and large-scale forcings

The region upstream of Barbados experiences two distinct seasons, which are closely tied to the location of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). During Northern Hemisphere winter, the ITCZ is located well south of Barbados, and conditions near Barbados are typical for trade wind regimes. Moderate large-scale subsidence is present, and a trade wind inversion is located near 800 hPa, evident in both the RH and potential temperature profile (Figs. 3 and 4). Fairly strong easterly to northeasterly winds advect relatively cold and dry air from regions farther upstream (Fig. 4). The wet season starts near the end of May and early June, when the large-scale vertical motion abruptly changes to moderate mean upward motion as the ITCZ migrates northward. Barbados is then located on the edge of the ITCZ and experiences weaker winds that come...
from the east, sometimes even slightly from the southeast, and the layer over which those easterly winds prevail is deeper. The air masses advected into the region are warmer and more humid, and especially in late summer (after August) the trade wind inversion is less well defined (Figs. 3 and 4).

One noteworthy deviation from these two marked regimes is the seasonality in the wind speed, which does not only maximize during the winter months, but has a second maximum from June to July (Fig. 4), which is often called the Caribbean low-level jet. It has a similar but even more pronounced seasonality within the Caribbean Sea (Small et al. 2007; Muñoz et al. 2008) and coincides with an increase of the surface pressure gradients as the North Atlantic subtropical high extends farther westward (Kelly and Mapes 2011; Muñoz et al. 2008).

The distinct seasons, with either moderately subsiding motion ($\omega > 0$ hPa day$^{-1}$) or moderately rising motion ($\omega < 0$ hPa day$^{-1}$), make this region particularly interesting for climate modeling studies. In climate models, regions with low-level clouds, identified as those where $\omega_{500\text{ hPa}}$ or $\omega_{500\text{ hPa}} > 10$ hPa day$^{-1}$, are found to be a major source of the uncertainty in cloud feedbacks and climate sensitivity. However, low-level clouds, such as trade wind cumuli, occur not only in regions with mean subsiding motion, but also in between periods of deeper convection. Hence, the periods with mean rising motion during the wet season...
offer an opportunity to extend the typical trade wind conditions to conditions for which we have not observed and modeled the behavior of trade wind cumuli very well. Even during the dry season, \( \omega \) near Barbados reaches, on average, only 30 hPa day\(^{-1} \), which is less than what has been typically found in past field campaigns and what is typically prescribed in modeling studies. For instance, modeling studies based on the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) prescribe 50 hPa day\(^{-1} \) (Siebesma et al. 2003), and the Rain in Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO) modeling study prescribes 40 hPa day\(^{-1} \) (Van Zanten et al. 2011).

If we use the profiles in Fig. 4 to derive parameters that have been related to cloudiness in past studies, such as the LTS and the relative humidity in the boundary layer at 850 hPa, we find that their seasonality, along with seasonality in low-level cloud amount \( C_{Clow} \), does not simply follow the relationships that emerged from previous work (Fig. 5). Instead, parameters, such as the wind speed and the surface latent heat flux, appear as (additional) important factors that may explain the seasonality in cloudiness.

The LTS is a parameter that is often used to further separate broken cumulus cloud fields from overcast stratiform cloud fields within regions of subsiding motion (Klein and Hartmann 1993). It is typically between 12 and 14 K upstream of Barbados, with a minimum of 12 K in September–October (Fig. 5d). Those values are on the lower end of the Klein and Hartmann (1993) relationship that predicts cloud cover as a function of LTS, which when applied here, would yield a \( C_{Clow} \) of 10% for LTS = 12 K and 24% for LTS = 14 K. However, \( C_{Clow} \) observed near Barbados (Fig. 5h) exhibits a modest seasonality around a mean value of about 30%. Although cloudiness is observed to decrease from September to November as LTS decreases, its predictive skill is less evident when contrasting, for instance, February–March with June–July. The period June–July, namely, has a higher \( C_{Clow} \) but a lower LTS. Here, the shift from a typical trade wind flow with large-scale subsiding motion to large-scale rising motion likely invalidates the conditions for which the LTS–\( C_{Clow} \) relationship was found to hold. The RH in the cloud layer also shows a reverse relationship to \( C_{Clow} \), with the lowest values for \( C_{Clow} \) during the more humid wet season. Parameters that more evidently follow the behavior of \( C_{Clow} \) from winter to summer are the wind speed near the surface and the surface latent heat flux. The drier winter season experiences strong winds and large surface moisture fluxes, as well as large \( C_{Clow} \). Despite the larger SSTs during the wet season, the latent heat flux decreases toward the end of summer, following the decrease in wind speed, and presumably the increase in RH. The sensible heat flux does not follow this pattern and remains at large values even during the period with lowest \( C_{Clow} \) in September–October.

In section 4 we return to these parameters that may explain cloudiness on seasonal time scales. First, the behavior of cloudiness in terms of its amount and seasonality is evaluated in more detail. The BCO observations and the MODIS cloud record are compared for their coinciding time periods, and the influence of high cirrus clouds on the MODIS-derived low-level cloudiness, as well as the biases that are introduced when observing clouds at a single location at the BCO, are discussed. Furthermore, we address whether individual years have a similar seasonal cycle, as in the climatological mean, or whether significant interannual variability is present.

b. Cloudiness

To compare the seasonality in \( C_{Clow} \) observed by MODIS with that at the BCO, the ceilometer-derived \( C_{Clow} \) and lidar-derived \( C_{Chigh} \) are matched with the MODIS daytime overpasses for the period from April 2010 to April 2012. The BCO \( C_{Clow} \) is derived over a time window starting at the MODIS overpass time and ending 20 h later, whereby 20 h is the approximate time period needed for an air mass to be advected across the \( 5^\circ \times 5^\circ \) region at an average wind speed of 7 m s\(^{-1} \). Days with near-surface westerly winds, based on ERA-Interim, are excluded.

The seasonality is plotted using 20-day averages of the above matching cloud estimates (Fig. 5g,h). We also compare 5-day means of \( C_{Clow} \) and \( C_{Chigh} \) for months with \( \omega_{700\text{ hPa}} > 0 \) (orange) and with \( \omega_{700\text{ hPa}} < 0 \) (green) in Fig. 6. The seasonality is not sensitive to how we match the MODIS and BCO measurements: for instance, by changing the 20-h time window. However, absolute values of \( C_{Clow} \) are sensitive, related to a nonnegligible diurnal cycle in cloudiness. Between 0600 and 0800 local time, cloudiness is about 10% higher than at noon, and about 5% higher than during the remainder of the day (not shown). Hence, MODIS cloudiness will be generally underestimated by only using their daytime overpasses. In Fig. 5 an underestimation of \( C_{Clow} \) is apparent only for the dry season, which raises the question of whether this bias is due to the diurnal cycle in cloudiness being more pronounced in the dry season than in the wet season. However, a similar diurnal cycle is found in both seasons, and omitting the early morning hours from the BCO data does not change the seasonal cycle (not shown).

Despite being inherently different measurements in terms of resolution, detection thresholds, and field of view, the agreement between MODIS and BCO is...
Commonly used parameters describing the large-scale flow and thermodynamic structure of the lower troposphere: (a) large-scale vertical velocity, (b) 1000-hPa wind speed, (c) relative humidity below the inversion at 850 hPa, (d) lower-tropospheric stability, and (e) surface sensible and (f) latent heat flux, all derived from ERA-Interim data. (g),(h) The seasonal cycle in (g) high-level cloud cover and (h) low-level cloud cover from MODIS daytime overpasses (blue: $C_{C_{\text{high}}}$ < 20%; cyan: no $C_{C_{\text{high}}}$ condition).
surprisingly reasonable, even on a shorter 5-day time scale (Fig. 6). Both data sources agree that the seasonality in CC\textsubscript{low} is relatively small (compared to, for example, the seasonality in CC\textsubscript{high}), varying by about 10% around a mean value of 30% and rarely approaching values less than 10% or more than 40% (Fig. 5h) for the ceilometer (light gray bars) and MODIS (black line). As mentioned in the introduction, the relative invariance in CC\textsubscript{low} has been attributed to the lack of seasonality in cloud found near the LCL (Nuijens et al. 2014), which contributes the larger part (two-thirds) to the total cloud cover. The relative invariance of this cloud component over longer time scales may be explained by the rapid adjustment of the subcloud layer to perturbations, which constrains the surface buoyancy and cumulus mass flux. In existing theories of shallow convection and in large-eddy simulation studies, the cumulus mass flux has been shown to act like a regulator or valve that constrains convection by keeping cloud-base height close to the mixed-layer top (Bretherton et al. 2004; Stevens 2006; Neggers et al. 2006; Bellon and Stevens 2013). Most of the seasonality in CC\textsubscript{low} is therefore related to clouds farther aloft and, in particular, the presence of deeper cumuli (whose edges contribute to projected cloud cover) and of stratiform outflow layers at about 2 km, near the detrainment level of cumulus tops. Somewhat deeper cumuli and stratiform layers are more prevalent during the dry season (Nuijens et al. 2014), which seems counterintuitive, given that the wet summer season experiences mean rising motion, higher SSTs, and larger humidities. We hypothesize that the presence of deeper convection leads to compensating downward motion in its surroundings, which limits shallow convection and cloudiness in the wet season overall.

The relative maxima in CC\textsubscript{low} from January to May and the minima in CC\textsubscript{low} from August to November are less pronounced in the MODIS than in the BCO record. Several explanations may be conceived beyond the seasonality in the diurnal cycle that was hypothesized earlier and was not found to explain the biases. First, a seasonality in the amount of probably cloudy pixels may exist, which is not captured by MODIS, because only their confidently cloudy pixels are used. However, the stratiform cloud layers that contribute to the larger CC\textsubscript{low} in the BCO record during the dry season are relatively opaque (Nuijens et al. 2014), making it unlikely that these would fall into the probably cloudy category. Furthermore, the tenuous cloud that sits near the LCL (and which would fall into the probably cloudy category), has been found to be relatively invariant across seasons. Previous studies have also shown that the underestimation of cloudiness due to the small size and fragmented nature of cumuli, which fall below the detection threshold of the satellite sensor, is largely compensated for by the overestimation of cloudiness, because the signal gets smeared over pixels that are much larger than the individual size of a cloud (Zhao and Di Girolamo 2006). Second, an explanation may lie in the different fields of view of MODIS and BCO, whereby MODIS observes a larger area, which is also upstream of the BCO. During the time that it takes for an air mass to travel through that area (roughly a day),
the clouds further develop and deepen, especially if SSTs further increase. Such a deepening has been found to be accompanied by more lateral spreading of cloud near their tops, especially as subsidence is not strong enough to dry the layer at these heights (Nuijens and Stevens 2012). This potential may be larger in winter, when winds are stronger, surface fluxes are larger, and more wind shear is present (see also Fig. 9). Hence, at the downstream location of the BCO, the clouds may simply have changed their appearance compared to the larger MODIS area. The location is also closer to the South American coastline, over which deep convection during the wet season is common, which may affect shallow convection through an influence on the vertical velocity field. Third, clouds do not always pass a single location along their longest axes, so their length or equivalent size is generally underestimated compared to when viewed over a larger area (Rodts et al. 2003). However, if clouds tend to be more sheared in the direction of the wind during the dry season, this effect may be less pronounced, and the seasonality in cloudiness is somewhat more pronounced at a single location. Finally, an issue for passive satellite sensors is that the presence of high-level clouds can obscure underlying low-level clouds. Cirrus clouds seem to be an issue for the MODIS retrievals, because high-level cloud pixels are often surrounded by spurious low-level cloud pixels that raise CClow (see the discussion in section 1). If scenes with CChigh $> 20\%$ would not have been excluded, indicated by the cyan line in Fig. 5h, the minimum in CClow is less evident.

c. Interannual variability

The timeframe from 2010 to mid-2012, when the BCO measurements took place, exhibits stronger rising motion throughout the wet season compared to the 12-yr climatology, indicated in Fig. 7a, which shows the monthly-mean values for each separate year. Not only during 2010 and 2011, but also during 2005 (the year that the RICO campaign took place), the anomalous rising large-scale motion is accompanied by higher SSTs and weaker, more southerly, winds. These changes are consistent with a northward displacement of the ITCZ and a weakening of the North Atlantic subtropical high. The apparent slowdown of the circulation during these years may be a remote ENSO response (Enfield and Mayer 1997). There is also a hint of a higher RH during these periods, but an ad hoc relationship between RH and CClow is not visible.

CClow, in a given month, behaves very differently across years. For instance, July 2005 has anomalies in CClow of up to $-10\%$, whereas July 2010 has anomalies of $+10\%$, even though both months occur in years that have similarly large anomalies in $\omega_{700\text{ hPa}}$ and SST (Fig. 7). This hints that CClow has a subtle response to changes in many different parameters. Another example of how one parameter is not a single good predictor of CClow can be seen from LTS in February and March 2010. This period has the highest positive anomaly in LTS, as southerly flow advects very warm air into the region. However, the effect of a higher LTS is counteracted by the effect of a large negative anomaly in RH, and, perhaps as a result, CClow is low. There is no corresponding large anomaly in $\omega_{700\text{ hPa}}$, which hints that LTS and RH are instead controlled by the magnitude of $\omega$ upstream, which emphasizes that the airmass history plays an important role in controlling cloud variations.

Figure 7 also illustrates that certain parameters are more prone to variability during a certain season, quantified by the standard deviation that is shown as a black line above each panel. Most notable are the larger variabilities in LTS and RH from January to May, whereas $\omega_{700\text{ hPa}}$ has a larger variability from May to August and at the end of November. Small changes in the circulation and origin of air masses during the dry season, when stronger easterly trade winds prevail, apparently have large effects on the stability and RH in the boundary layer. This sensitivity is smaller during the wet season, even though synoptic disturbances, which are averaged out in these monthly data, during that season are more common. We also note that interannual variability in CClow is most pronounced from April to July, which is also the period during which variations in the North Atlantic subtropical high play a role (Fig. 7i).

4. Seasonal and synoptic time-scale controls on low-level cloudiness

a. Seasonal controls

From Fig. 5h, we have seen that during the dry season CClow is, on average, 30%, whereas toward the end of the wet season, a somewhat lower CClow of about 20% is observed. In this section, the relationships that may drive the changes in cloudiness from one month to the next are explored by means of a correlation analysis, which targets relationships on monthly time scales. Figure 8 shows correlation coefficients between CClow and several parameters (to the right of the diagonal), as well as their scatterplots (to the left of the diagonal). The correlation coefficients are calculated on 31-day running averages from which the encompassing 365-day running average is subtracted. This removes the influence of interannual variability (Fig. 7), leaving only monthly or seasonal variability. The scatterplots are colored by the actual $\omega_{700\text{ hPa}}$ of each month (e.g., not of the $\omega$ anomaly). When
correlations are not significant ($\alpha = 99.9\%$), they are not shown. Although the correlation analysis does not reveal causality, it does hint at those parameters that play an important role, either alone or through covariations with other parameters. With the help of existing knowledge of what drives the trade wind boundary layer, the largest correlations may be interpreted. Because of the shift from a regime with mean subsiding motion, to one with mean

**FIG. 7.** Interannual variability of monthly means for MODIS and ERA-Interim data between 2000 and mid-2012. Above each contour plot, a black line shows the standard deviation of a particular month across the 12 years, which allows us to quantify the variability throughout the year.
The correlation of $\omega_{700\ hPa}$ with $CC_{low}$ is thus poor ($r = 0.18$), even though the season with the climatologically strongest subsiding motion has more low-level clouds than the season with the climatologically strongest rising motion (Figs. 5a,h). Within the regime of $\omega_{700\ hPa} > 0$ (orange) the correlations are reversed ($r = -0.22$; Fig. 8), which implies that within the dry winter season, those months that have somewhat less subsidence experience larger $CC_{low}$. This is also evident in Fig. 9a, which shows mean profiles of $\omega$ that are conditioned on season and on $CC_{low}$. Note that we added the overall mean profile to each anomaly profile just to make a comparison easier. This relationship presumably reflects that reduced downward motion leads to a deepening of clouds and the boundary layer. The conditional profiles suggest that this is also true within the wet season: an increase in mean rising motion leads to larger $CC_{low}$. Because clouds are irregularly shaped and often sheared, the deepening of clouds by itself acts to increase the projected cloud cover (Nuijens and Stevens 2012). Deeper clouds are also likely to live longer, which also increases $CC_{low}$. A similar relationship is seen between the BCO-derived $CC_{low}$ and $\omega_{700\ hPa}$ from the ECMWF IFS in Fig. 10, but only for the wet season. Because the $\omega_{700\ hPa}$ is the least-constrained variable in the IFS, and only 2 years of data are used, we do not place much trust into this particular result.

Similarly to $\omega_{700\ hPa}$, the correlation between $CC_{low}$ and RH is weak overall, because the dry season supports more cloud than the wet season (Fig. 8 and the profiles in Figs. 9e and 10e). However, within each season, small increases in RH may increase cloudiness. The correlation between $CC_{low}$ and LTS is stronger ($r = 0.36$), reflecting that the winter season with increased $\omega_{700\ hPa}$ and a larger stability supports more cloudiness. This is also seen from Figs. 9d and 10d, wherein the gradients in virtual potential temperature near 850–800 hPa strengthen. This reminds one of the Klein and Hartmann (1993) relationship and may reflect that increased stability promotes the lateral spreading of clouds just underneath the inversion, near the detrainment level of cumulus tops. It is somewhat puzzling that this relationship holds for the wet season but not for the dry season. One idea may be that the increased stability is a necessary but not a controlling factor for cloudiness, especially not when it is already sufficiently large. A further increase in inversion strength may thus further limit cloudiness, because it increases the entrainment of relatively drier and warmer air, which, especially near cumulus tops, may inhibit the persistence of detrained layers of cloud.
The correlation between LTS and RH is negative in the dry season and negative when both seasons are combined (Fig. 8). This likely reflects the fact that both parameters are strongly, but oppositely, correlated with $v_{700 \text{ hPa}}$. An increase in $v_{700 \text{ hPa}}$ will increase the stability but will also dry the boundary layer more. Similar to what Myers and Norris (2013) found for stratocumulus, the increased stability may increase cloudiness, but the increased drying may decrease cloudiness. These opposing effects may contribute to both parameters having much smaller correlations with $C_{\text{Clow}}$ overall.

Returning to the correlation matrix (Fig. 8), we find that near-surface wind speed, followed by temperature advection and wind direction, have the strongest correlations with $C_{\text{Clow}}$. This is also true within each season individually, although LTS and RH have caught up with wind speed in the wet season (only). We note that the correlation coefficients for advection and LTS have a similar magnitude, as was found in the transition region by Klein (1997). The correlation with wind speed is further supported by the conditional profiles in Figs. 9 and 10 and may reflect different processes. First, wind speed also correlates well with wind direction ($r = -0.69$) and with temperature advection ($r = -0.8$) and may thus reflect the importance of the airmass origin, such as the amount of subsidence that is experienced upstream, or how cold the air mass is (Mauger and Norris 2010). Second, wind speed covaries with wind shear across seasons (Figs. 9 and 10), whereby shear increases the projected cloud cover (Hinkelman et al. 2007). However, shear itself only has a small correlation with $C_{\text{Clow}}$ ($r = 0.14$, not shown). Third, stronger winds
deepen clouds and the boundary layer, which also increases projected cloud cover (Nuijens and Stevens 2012). The latter may be the most important mechanism, given that the correlation between wind speed and $C_{Clow}$ is stronger than that of wind direction or temperature advection with $C_{Clow}$ alone.

Using LES and bulk theory, the deepening of the cloud layer with a strengthening of the winds has been found to be a necessary part of the adjustment of the trade wind layer to a new equilibrium, to resolve an imbalance in the subcloud layer. The adjustment toward a deeper cloud layer is accomplished by the transient response of the cumulus mass flux, which initially increases with wind speed, effectively transporting much more moisture to the upper part of the cloud layer. As the boundary layer and clouds deepen, the cloud cover increases, both through an increase in projected area, and through the formation of stratiform outflow near cumulus tops. As the deepening brings drier and warmer air to the surface, a large input of moisture at the surface can be maintained, but, at the same time, it reduces the surface sensible heat fluxes (in LES). Over the course of a couple of days, the surface fluxes can relax back in their adjustment to a new equilibrium, which may no longer reflect the initial transient response (Nuijens and Stevens 2012).

It is questionable whether the small correlations found between $C_{Clow}$ and the latent and sensible heat fluxes in Fig. 8 reflect such processes, given that the model may not accurately reproduce such interactions between convection and the large-scale flow. It is, for instance, somewhat puzzling that the latent heat flux correlates significantly better with wind speed, wind direction, and temperature advection than the sensible heat flux does. Despite the correlation with wind speed, cloudiness, however, does not correlate well with the...
surface moisture flux. This supports the idea that the deepening of the layer arises just from an increase in the wind speed, as suggested from LES, which may increase cloudiness regardless of the further adjustment of the surface fluxes.

b. Synoptic controls

When turning to synoptic (5-day) time scales, from which the seasonality is removed, we observe that most correlations significantly drop. Several correlations also become insignificant, and separating them by season makes a smaller difference (Fig. 11). For the transition region, Klein (1997) found a much smaller decrease of the correlation coefficients of the most important parameters when removing monthly means. This suggests that trade wind cumulus may be harder to predict than stratocumulus, using parameters that represent the large-scale flow.

The largest correlations with \( CC_{\text{low}} \) still include that of wind speed but also include RH and the sensible heat flux. Similarly, in the conditional profiles (Figs. 9i,j and 10i,j) the only discernible differences are seen in the wind speed profiles, while differences in the \( \theta_e \) gradients and RH have become much less evident. Whereas the wind speed still has a small but significant correlation with \( CC_{\text{low}} \) (\( r = 0.24 \)), the wind direction and temperature advection no longer do, despite the fact that the wind speed and the temperature advection are still correlated. This reinforces the idea that the wind speed not only relates to cloudiness because of its covariance with the direction of the wind and the properties of the air mass, but also through its direct influence on boundary layer and cloud depth. We also note that the correlations between the sensible heat flux and the wind speed and temperature advection are, in fact, much larger on these shorter time scales than on monthly time scales. In addition, the correlation with \( CC_{\text{low}} \) has increased. This is an interesting result, because it would support the idea that, over longer time scales, the further adjustment of the surface fluxes hide their effect on cloudiness, which does play a role on shorter time scales.

One may have expected that the correlation with RH would have been much better, because, by definition, clouds imply 100% RH. One explanation may be that the reanalysis does not adequately represent the heterogeneity in the humidity field, which is observed to be rich (Siebert et al. 2013), and RH, when averaged over a larger area or over longer time scales, is a poor reflection of the local humidity variations that drive \( CC_{\text{low}} \).

5. Conclusions

The region upstream of the island of Barbados (10.5°–15.5°N, 54°–59°W) is an interesting region from a climate modeling point of view, because it experiences two seasons with a distinct meteorology but with a mean low-level cloud amount (\( CC_{\text{low}} \)) that is relatively robust. Data from 12 years of ERA-Interim show that, during boreal winter, the region experiences trade wind-like conditions, with moderate large-scale subsiding motion of about 20 hPa day\(^{-1}\) from December to May, as well as strong surface winds from the east–northeast. These bring air masses with a moderate LTS of about 13–14 K. During boreal summer, from June to November, the region instead experiences mean moderately rising motion at \(-20\) hPa day\(^{-1}\), as the region is located on the northern edge of the ITCZ. The winds are weaker from the east–southeast, and RH in the upper boundary layer is about 20% higher than during winter. The LTS is only decreased by about 1 K.

In both the MODIS climatology of cloudiness over the same region and the data record from vertical profiling instruments at the Barbados Cloud Observatory (BCO), \( CC_{\text{low}} \) exhibits a small seasonality around a mean value of 30%, with the largest \( CC_{\text{low}} \) during winter and the smallest \( CC_{\text{low}} \) during late summer, from August to November. The seasonality in MODIS is less pronounced than at the BCO, in terms of a less-pronounced maximum of \( CC_{\text{low}} \) in winter, as well as a less-pronounced minimum in late summer. The first point may be attributed to the different field of views of...
the instruments, whereby the BCO measures a single location that is downstream of the area over which cloudiness from MODIS is derived. Over the course of a day, as air masses travel across this region toward the BCO, clouds may further deepen and develop. A deepening of the cloud field more generally is hypothesized to be a major factor in explaining the larger $C_{\text{Clow}}$ during winter. A preceding study using the BCO record found that the winter not only had larger $C_{\text{Clow}}$, but also relatively deeper cumuli accompanied by stratiform outflow near their tops (Nuijens et al. 2014). Both the deepening and the stratiform outflow would lead to a larger projected cloud cover, and especially when aligned in the direction of the wind, with a larger wind shear in winter, such an effect may be more pronounced at the downwind BCO site (relative to the MODIS area).

The second discrepancy in the less-pronounced summer minimum in MODIS may relate to the strong seasonality in high-level cloud $C_{\text{Chigh}}$, which is much larger during summer than winter. In MODIS images, high-level clouds are often surrounded by arbitrary low-level cloud pixels, which may be the result of a poor performance of CO2 slicing methods in cases of broken cloud fields, whose effect is to decrease the apparent cloud-top height. Excluding scenes in which $C_{\text{Chigh}}$ is more than 20% brings the two observational datasets closer to each other.

Monthly-mean $C_{\text{Clow}}$ is found to correlate most strongly with the surface wind speed, followed by temperature advection and wind direction. The fact that the wind speed has the strongest correlation with cloudiness suggests that it may affect clouds in a more direct way than just through its covariance with the origin of the air masses (wind direction), the temperature of the air masses (temperature advection), and wind shear, which itself has only a small correlation with $C_{\text{Clow}}$. The strengthening of the winds has been found to lead to a deepening of the cloud layer and thus a deepening of the boundary layer in LES (Nuijens and Stevens 2012). Using those simulations and bulk theory, the deepening response is found to be a necessary response of the trade wind layer to resolve an inconsistency in the subcloud layer in its adjustment to a new equilibrium. As clouds deepen under wind shear, their projected cloud cover is increased. In addition, as the inversion height and cloud-top height are raised to levels where large-scale drying due to subsidence is insufficient, the moisture transported to those levels may form extended layers of cloud just underneath the inversion. These will also help increase cloudiness and have been found to be the major mode of variability on longer time scales (Nuijens et al. 2014).

The lower-tropospheric stability (LTS) and surface latent heat flux have somewhat smaller correlations with $C_{\text{Clow}}$ compared to the winds and advection, followed by almost negligible correlations of the vertical velocity $\omega_{700\_hPa}$ and relative humidity (RH) with $C_{\text{Clow}}$. However, the correlation of LTS with $C_{\text{Clow}}$, and to a lesser extent those of RH and the latent heat flux with $C_{\text{Clow}}$, increases by a significant amount when considering only the summer season with conditions of mean rising motion. The fact that during the summer any additional increase in LTS more strongly covaries with an increase in cloudiness than during winter, which on average has larger LTS, suggests that LTS is a necessary ingredient for large $C_{\text{Clow}}$ but not a strong controlling factor of $C_{\text{Clow}}$.

What may contribute to the relatively small correlation of $\omega_{700\_hPa}$, RH, and LTS with $C_{\text{Clow}}$, compared to the winds, is that both RH and LTS correlate with $\omega_{700\_hPa}$, but with opposing signs. Larger $\omega_{700\_hPa}$ corresponds to an increased inversion strength (LTS) and presumably a larger $C_{\text{Clow}}$, but it also corresponds to a drier cloud layer (smaller RH) and presumably a smaller $C_{\text{Clow}}$. These opposing effects have also been found to play a role in regions of climatologically higher LTS that are dominated by stratocumulus (Myers and Norris 2013).

When seasonality is excluded and much shorter time scales are considered (5 days), most correlations significantly decrease by a larger extent than what was found in Klein (1997). Hence, the covariability of, for instance, wind speed and temperature advection, or wind speed and LTS, appear to be important for trade wind cloudiness, which emphasizes that (changing) large-scale flow patterns need to be considered (e.g., in climate modeling studies) and that relating $C_{\text{Clow}}$ to just one parameter, for instance LTS, can be misleading. Small but significant correlations between $C_{\text{Clow}}$ and wind speed, RH, and $\omega_{700\_hPa}$ remain on short time scales. Such factors have been shown to play a role in regulating deep convection as well (Back and Bretherton 2005), which suggests that trade wind cumuli may exhibit more similarities to the deep convection regime than to the stratocumulus regime. The absence of a single strong predictor of $C_{\text{Clow}}$ challenges the development of cloud parameterizations, especially those that need to be effective on daily time scales (for instance, in numerical weather prediction). Finally, our results emphasize that attempts to correct for meteorology in studies focusing on aerosol effects on clouds using a single measure, such as the RH, will largely fail in doing so.
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